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Maritime Labour Convention 2006 as
amended (MLC)

Amended requirements entering into force on
18th January 2017

The International Group of P&I Clubs
th

24 October 2016

th

th

The MLC came into force on 20 August 2013 , triggered by the Philippines becoming the 30
th

country to ratify the convention on the preceding 12 August 2012. In April 2014 the International
Labour Organisation ( ILO) agreed several amendments to the MLC as agreed in 2006. These
th

amendments will come into effect on 18 January 2017.

The purpose of this Newsletter is to recap the latest information now provided by The International
Group of P&I Clubs on how they will assist Members with the issuance of required evidences of
th

insurance or financial security for the period post 18 January 2017.

Further Newsletters will follow with the specifics of how the Club application process for obtaining
certification will be handled. This aspect is still to be communicated by the Group Clubs.
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Requirements
th

On 18 January 2017 ships that are subject to MLC will be required to display , in a conspicuous
place on board ships with availability of access / vision by seafarers , evidence of insurance or other
financial security for;
•

compensation for death or long-term disability in accordance with Regulation 4.2.,
Standard A4.2. and Guideline B4.2. , and

•

outstanding wages and repatriation of seafarers together with incidental costs and
expenses in accordance with MLC Regulation 2.5, Standard A2.5.2 and Guideline B2.5

Ships will require MLC Certificates if they are of 200 GT or over and * ;
• are registered in a state where MLC is in force; or
• are calling at a port in a jurisdiction where MLC is in force.
MLC Certificates are not required by ships registered in States which are not party to MLC and
which will not call at States which are party to MLC.
Since the MLC came into force in 2013 a significant number of flag states have ratified the
convention. The International Labour Organisation keeps an updated data base of countries adhering
countries

which

can

be

found

at

the

link

;

http://www.ilo.org/global/standards/maritime-labour-convention/database-ratificationimplementation/lang--en/index.htm
N.B. * In ratifying the convention a number of flag states have used the prescribed option of ‘national
determination’ to amend certain aspects pertaining to the application of the convention. One example
is the threshold GT of ships to which MLC will apply. Accordingly and to capture this element of
change the International Group is now considering a ship GT of 200 ( against the originally
communicated threshold of GT 500 noted in 2013 ). Further details of variances per flag state
resulting from their individual ‘national determination’ can be found by consulting the link mentioned
above.

Meeting the requirements – The Documents that the Clubs will be
issuing
The International Group of P&I Clubs will be issuing ;
1.

Certificate of Insurance or Other Financial Security in respect of Shipowners’ Liability as
requested under Regulation 4.2 Standard A4.2 Paragraph 1 (b) of the Maritime Labour
Convention 2006 as amended.

A copy is attached and is marked Annex 1.
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2.

Certificate of Insurance or Other Financial Security in respect of Seafarer Repatriation Costs
and Liabilities as required under Regulation 2.5.2 Standard A2.5.2 of the Maritime Labour
Convention 2006 as amended.

A copy is attached and is marked Annex 2.
These two documents will be provided by the clubs in pdf format for printing by Owners. These two
documents are to be placed on board the ships as described below.
The period of validity for the documents will depend upon two factors , a) first the ability of the Club to
th

issue a document from their systems which bridges the 20 February renewal date. Accordingly it
th

th

may be that some clubs will be able to issue documents showing the period 18 January 2017 to 20
th

February 2018 whilst others may have to issue documents separately for the period 18 February
th

th

th

2017 to 20 February 2017 and then for the period 20 February 2017 to 20 February 2018.
We will advise on a case by case basis when requesting ship related details that will have to passed
to the club for obtaining documents;
th

th

b) secondly when issuing documents that show the period 18 January 2017 to 20 February 2018 it
th

is envisaged that Clubs will ask Members to confirm their commitment to renew with their club at 20
February 2018 or with another club of the international group.
We will revert with the form and wording of the undertaking which clubs will be requesting.

What to do with the documents when received
The documents will be sent to Members in pdf format and are to be printed off and placed on board
the ship. Whilst it is uncertain if certain flag authorities may request a copy of the documents for their
files.
N.B. It is to be noted these are not documents that need to be sent to Flag States for them to then
issue a final certificate as is the case with for example Blue Cards for Bunker Convention of Wreck
Removal Convention.
In addition to sending pdf files all the clubs will record on their web page under their ship search
facility the certificates issued for open checking of validity by who may be so interested or required to
do so.
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Background information
MLC Extension Clause
We attach herewith a copy of the MLC Extension Clause which at the bottom of the page is titled
Annex 3.
The MLC Extension Clause provide the basis upon which the clubs are able to provide certificates.
The clause provides that the Club will pay claims advanced by seafarers which fall within the scope
of the Regulations and Standards specified in the Certificates. The Clause also provides that if
such payments fall outside the scope of standard cover, Members will be obliged to reimburse the
Club.
The clause is necessary due to the fact that whilst certain of the liabilities which are now been asked
to be certified fall within standard P&I cover others , and the clubs mention for example repatriation
costs and wages arising from abandonment under Standard 2.5.2 of Regulation 2.5 , fall outside
standard P&I cover.
The MLC Extension Clause should be inserted in the 2017/18 Rule Book of each club. For the period
th

th

from 18 January 2017 to 20 February 2017 we would imagine that the Clubs may advise of the
inclusion of the clause within the 2016/17 Policy Year rules by means of a specific Member circular to
th

be issued prior to 18 January 2016 advising the Boards decision to incorporate the clause within the
current Policy Year rules.
Reinsurance for claims falling outside the scope of P&I cover
For those risks not covered under the International Group’s pooling facility the clubs have advised that
they are at an advanced stage in negotiations with the insurance market for a separate and
independent reinsurance that will provide protection to levels which the clubs consider to be sufficient
for all but a limited number of fleets which have exceptionally high crew numbers. When the details
of this placement are confirmed we shall revert with details.
th

To assist Members further in the lead up to 18 January 2017 the International Group has issued a
FAQ supplement which we attach herewith.
The scope of this Newsletter has been to provide a step by step overview of the latest news regarding
certification from the International Group of P&I Clubs. It is evident that further information needs to
be and will be forthcoming in the following weeks and in this respect we will be closely liaising with the
clubs and monitoring the International Group communications , thereafter advising accordingly.

This Newsletter, and our information archive, can also be accessed at www.plferrari.com

P. L. FERRARI & CO. S.r.l
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